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NETWORK’S BOOKLETS

Network’s Booklet n°5 - 
Social farming in Wallonia
The Walloon RDP supports social farming, as part 
of its Measure 16.9. This new measure has, logi-
cally, been the subject of a Working Group, which 
specified the best practices that has to be put in 
place to facilitate social farming in Wallonia. In this 
booklet: many testimonials from project leaders, a 
panorama of social farming in Europe, recommen-
dations, but also appendices to facilitate the work 
of future project leaders.
December 2018, 64 pages.

Network’s Booklet n°6 - 
Innovation Road
The Innovation road definitely has had its impact 
on the work of the Walloon Rural Development 
Network in terms of innovation. This sixth Network’s 
Booklet returns to the innovation’s theme through 
the particular lighting that has brought the 6 step 
of the Innovation Road, but also the European Se-
minar « Fostering Innovation ». As usual, this note-
book also gives lightning to European experiences, 
as well as to recommendations formulated by the 
WRDN, based on exchanges with the field.
December 2018, 56 pages.

Network’s Booklet n°7 - 
Drying hay and hay milk
For a few years, many farmers and breeders are 
looking for diversification and autonomy, possible 
thanks to an innovative technique: the drying of 
hay in barn. The Walloon Rural Network Support 
Unit has supported this dynamic, having led to the 
creation of a Traditional Specialty Guaranteed (TSG) 
«Hay Milk» and to the creation of an association 
(ProLaFow, find out more: www.laitdefoinwallonie.
com). This seventh Booklet covers both the interest 
and the technique of hay drying in barns, but also 
hay milk as a future sector for dairy farmers.
December 2018, 56 pages



Network’s Booklet n°8 - 
Develop the skills of LEADER Local 
Action Groups
This eighth Booklet was designed in close corres-
pondence with the ninth issue, focusing on the 
skills’ development of the mission managers and 
coordinators of the Local Action Groups (LAGs). 
Booklet 8 reviews the process that led to the crea-
tion of a series of training modules to develop a 
skill set for LAG workers.
December 2018, 48 pages.

Network’s Booklet n°9 - 
Develop the skills of LEADER Lo-
cal Action Groups - Methodogical 
sheets
The ninth issue of the Network’s Booklets is a 
direct extension of issue number 8, and comes in 
the form of 34 methodological training sheets for 
territorial animators on topics such as « Situational 
Leadership » or « Project Planning ». 
December 2018, 89 pages.



ACTS & REPORTS

Report of the Regional Workshop 
« Innovation in agriculture »
It’s around the question « How to facilitate, create 
and support innovation on farms? » that was held a 
Regional Workshop in March 2016.

Excerpt: « While the subject of innovation in 
agriculture and forestry is gaining momentum at 
European level, particularly through the European 
Partnership for Innovation (EIP-AGRI) and its 
network, many tools were set up in Wallonia to 
support innovation in all sectors, it is today towards 
innovation in rural areas that Wallonia is turning 
through the Walloon RDP measures but also 
by entrusting the Walloon Rural Development 
Network with the mission of «innovation broker» 
responsible for generating and popularizing 
innovation in the agricultural and forestry sectors.»

March 2016, 15 pages. 
Link : http://bit.ly/2t8ehj2

Report of the study trip Agro-
environmental Measures in Europe 
- Study tour in Germany, France 
and Switzerland
Agro-environmental measures have been 
implemented for more than 20 years now ... Their 
success has been growing until recently (overall 
adhesion rate to AEM of 56.4% in Wallonia in 2012) 
and the evaluation of their implementation, as well 
as reflection at European level, identifies ways of 
evolution / improvement.

It was interesting to study in the field, concretely, 
the implementation modalities of the AEM in 
different European countries and to be able to 
carry out a comparative analysis with the Walloon 
system.

With this in mind, the Walloon Rural Development 
Network traveled to Germany, France and 
Switzerland for three days, during which different 
dimensions were explored through the meeting of 
practitioners and experts.

June 2016, 57 pages. 
Link : http://bit.ly/2EbfFt4

http://bit.ly/2t8ehj2
http://bit.ly/2EbfFt4 


Visits’ Report «Social and 
therapeutic agriculture in 
Flanders»
Already involved in discussions on social farming 
and forestry during the 2007-2013 programming 
period, the WRDN continues to deepen this theme 
with the field actors by setting up a Working Group 
«Social Farming and Forestry».

It is in this context that the RWDR and the LAG 
«Plaines de l’Escaut», in collaboration with Steunpu-
nt Groene Zorg, a coordinating structure for social 
farming in Flanders, organized a day of field visits 
dedicated to «the social and therapeutic agricul-
ture» and more particularly to the welcoming of 
vulnerable people on the farm.

The participants went to the meeting of farmers 
and market gardeners who welcome people with 
disabilities and / or young people in difficulty as 
well as the social institutions with which they colla-
borate.

This document contains the content of the ex-
changes and the reflections shared during this day.

March 2016, 15 pages. 
Link : http://bit.ly/2BM1xnl

Acts of the Social Farming and 
Forestry Seminar
The Walloon Rural Development Network continues 
to deepen the theme of social welcome through 
the setting up of the Working Group «Social Far-
ming and Forestry». In this context the Regional 
Seminar «Social Agriculture and Forestry: When 
Humans Resume» took place in Brasménil (Pé-
ruwelz) on the 23th of June, in collaboration with 
the LAG «Plaines de l’Escaut». Several roundtables 
and thematic workshops have demonstrated the 
benefits and identified current and future challen-
ges, obstacles and levers, conditions for success in 
supporting the development and sustainability of 
social farming and forestry initiatives. The partici-
pants and speakers, Walloon and European, from 
the agricultural, social, medical and rural develop-
ment sectors, made it possible to approach the 
subject through different points of view.

This document contains the key elements from this 
day’s discussions.

August 2016, 28 pages. 
Link: http://bit.ly/2Qae9NY

http://bit.ly/2BM1xnl
http://bit.ly/2Qae9NY


Study Trip Report - Agriculture 
and Social Forestry in the United 
Kingdom
Following various meetings, field visits organized 
on the theme of social farming and forestry, a 
study trip was organized to Great Britain, following 
contact with Care Farming UK Network.

This study trip allowed to discover the different 
approaches of Care Farms and the Delrow Camp 
Hill Community (only residential location) in 
6 different locations. A logic of benchmarking 
was considered with institutions with different 
backgrounds, contexts and approaches, with 
different audiences, activities and coaching. A 
choice of place where small-scale agriculture 
plays a central or leveraging role in the pursuit of 
educational, therapeutic, health care, individual 
social support, social inclusion or community work 
objectives related to its environment.

February 2017, 10 pages. 
Link: http://bit.ly/2PfzCjn

Acts of the Regional Seminar 
Tourism
In November 2016, the Walloon Rural Development 
Network and the General Commissariat for Tourism 
organized a Regional Seminar on Rural Tourism 
in regard to territorial issues, mainly mobility and 
territorial cooperation.

This document contains the key elements from the 
exchanges of this seminar. The choice of these the-
mes was nourished by several observations whether 
in terms of rural tourism, local accommodations, or 
nature attractions.

May 2017, 26 pages. 
Link: http://bit.ly/2rkJyOU

http://bit.ly/2PfzCjn
http://bit.ly/2rkJyOU


Report of the Organic Agriculture 
Study Trip
The purpose of this trip was to discover how territo-
rial partners have succeeded in developing organic 
farming through transversal supports involving 
research, sectors, vertical and horizontal integration.

In association with BioWallonie and the CRA-W 
Organic Cell (CtRAb), two famous sites have been 
visited: Mirecourt in the Vosges where two breeding 
systems have been monitored for 10 years, and Bio-
vallée, a territorial project largely based on organic 
farming in the Rhone Valley.

The aim was to think about, within the Walloon 
Rural Development Network and with the various 
partners involved in agroecology and organic far-
ming, the measures to be developed in Wallonia to 
promote this kind of synergies.

May 2017, 44 pages. 
Link: http://bit.ly/2ARmpbh

Report of the Regional Workshop 
on Social Farming
Social farms, care farms, healing farms, etc. So-
called «social» agriculture is taking off in Wallonia. 
Farmers, struggling with various problems, tend to 
put the «human» at the heart of their approach, 
to create new collaborations and to get closer to 
worlds until then little known or forgotten: the 
social and health sectors.

Within the framework of its Working Group «Social 
farming and forestry» which brings together the 
field actors and administrations, the Walloon Rural 
Development Network contributes to the evolution 
of this Measure 16.9 and more generally the 
Walloon framework. Its objective: to respond to the 
needs of field stakeholders to better support and 
sustain social farming projects in Wallonia.

It is within this framework that the 5th of October 
2017 was organized the Regional Workshop: 
«Social Agriculture» at the Gard Farm in Sivry.

October 2017, 27 pages. 
Link: http://bit.ly/2z5guOQ

http://bit.ly/2ARmpbh
http://bit.ly/2z5guOQ


Acts of the European Seminar 
«Fostering Innovation»
This document contains the reports on the pre-
sentations and the discussions which took place 
during the seminar.

It is structured according to the seminar itself and 
is divided into 3 parts:

• Part I – Report on the presentations and the 
discussions in the plenary session;

• Part II – Report on the presentations, the discus-
sions in workshops and the recommendations;

• Part III – Report on the plenary session regar-
ding the restitution of the recommendations 
discussed in the workshops

With regards to part II, the report is the same for all 
16 workshops and is divided into the following 3 
points: 

1. Brief summary of the presentations;

2. Summary of the discussions;

3. Three key recommendations.

Remember that the discussions in the workshops 
were questions-issues that the 5-6 participants 
had to answer. Then, the participants were asked 
to chose 3 key recommendations to present in the 
plenary session.

July 2018, 69 pages. 
Link: http://bit.ly/ActesSEI

Social Farming Memorandum
The results obtained in the field by social farming 
are of great demonstrative force and the benefits 
for the actors are numerous.

The recognition and sustainability of this emerging 
sector requires a certain number of legislative, 
legal protection and organization for this emerging 
sector of activity. This is the purpose of this memo-
randum: it refers to the reflection and proposals of 
the Working Group «Social Farming and Forestry» 
of the Walloon Rural Development Network on July 
15th, 2018.

July 2018, 10 pages. 
Link: http://bit.ly/2yxqRM7

http://bit.ly/ActesSEI
http://bit.ly/2yxqRM7


Report of the SEGRAFO study trip 
«Hay drying in barns»
Barn drying of fodder is a theme developed by 
the Walloon Rural Development Network, which 
offers an open door to more fodder autonomy for 
farmers. A field trip was organized by the Network, 
in collaboration with Segrafo, to allow a delegation, 
including farmers, to discover the techniques deve-
loped in France around the hay drying in barns.

June 2018, 14 pages. 
Link: http://bit.ly/2AVzMr8

Report of the FeedPoulWal Study 
Trip in Poland
As a follow-up to the Innovation Road, the 
FeedPoulWal Operational Group was born, its 
objective is to reinforce the food and protein 
autonomy of conventional broilers, and indirectly to 
phase out glyphosate-treated GM soybeans feeding 
chickens.

OG members are farmers, CRAW, ULiège, 
SOCOPRO and WRDN.

One of the OG’s first activities was a visit to a 
poultry farm in Poland that makes food on the 
farm. This visit confirmed the feasibility of this 
project, at least for some of the ingredients used in 
the composition of poultry feed.

September 2018, 7 pages. 
Link: http://bit.ly/2t7Nx2e

http://bit.ly/2AVzMr8
http://bit.ly/2t7Nx2e


RURALITÉS MAGAZINES

Number 26 - 4th quarter 2015
Special launch of the Walloon RDP

Number 27 - 1st quarter 2016
Special health in rural territories

Number 28 - 2nd quarter 2016
Special Tourism in rural territories

Number 29 - 3rd quarter 2016
Special LEADER



Number 31- 1st quarter 2017
Spécial Walloon RDP projects

Number 32 - 2nd quarter 2017
Special Biodiversity

Number 33 - 3rd quarter 2017

Number 30 - 4th quarter 2016



Number 35 - 1st quarter 2018
Special Innovation

Number 36 - 2nd quarter 2018
Special Erosion

Number 37 - 3rd quarter 2018
Special Land Development

Number 34 - 4th quarter 2017
Special «Carrefour des Ruralités»



Number 38 - 1st quarter 2019
Special LEADER

A VENIR

Number 38 - 4th quarter 2018



SHORT VIDEOS

Operation Thousand Leaves
Video about the project Thousand Leaves 
of LAG Culturalité in Hesbaye Brabançonne, 
in collaboration with Faunes and Biotopes, 
a project that works on the restoration of 
biodiversity in the agricultural plains (parti-
cularly the safeguarding of the gray partridge 
and the Corn Bunting) via the plantation of 
bushes.

This project also focuses on connecting diffe-
rent actors around the same project: farmers, 
citizens, hunters, ...

January 2017
Link: https://youtu.be/gXHJ00ZmjjA

Europe and Wallonia invest in 
biodiversity
As part of Measure 7.6 of the Walloon Rural 
Development Program, the Gobert Group 
was able to benefit from assistance from 
Wallonia and Europe to restore and preserve 
the biodiversity of one of their sites. Discover 
in pictures one of many actions of this pro-
ject, and its win-win effect, for the owner as 
well as for the biodiversity.

October 2018
Link: https://youtu.be/6phDjLobZNY

Biomethanisation in Ochain
As part of the activities of the LAG Pays des 
Condruses, the Walloon Rural Development 
Network has been interested in an initiative 
particularly relevant: the biomethanisation, 
or how to recover waste in order to produce 
energy and heat for the citizens of a territory.

October 2018
Link: https://youtu.be/iiUd0xcdW8U

https://youtu.be/gXHJ00ZmjjA
https://youtu.be/6phDjLobZNY
https://youtu.be/iiUd0xcdW8U


Hay Milk - A new traditional 
guaranteed speciality
From hay drying in barns to the transfor-
mation of milk, all aspects of this promising 
sector are present in this video, through the 
testimonies of Reiner Lentz and Hugues 
Havelange.

November 2018
Link: https://youtu.be/Vpt5Xhgp0_A

Grazing of intercropping by 
sheep
A video about a good practice implemented 
in Wallonia, with the support of WRDN in 
collaboration with the project H2020 Dive-
rImpacts, the College of producers and the 
CRA-w: grazing intercropping by sheep.

A real win-win collaboration between far-
mers and breeders!

January 2019
Link: https://youtu.be/qBHa-_95ro8

https://youtu.be/Vpt5Xhgp0_A
https://youtu.be/qBHa-_95ro8


TV REPORTS - TÉLÉVISION DU MONDE

Social farming and forestry
In 2016, Télévision du Monde produced a 
report on social farming and forestry in Wal-
lonia, and on the role of WRDN in this field. 
A great opportunity to learn more about 
social welcoming in farms and forests, but 
also about the importance of the Network 
in the development of this type of activity in 
Wallonia.

Broadcasted on Februrary 5th, 2017 on the 
channel La Trois.
Link: https://youtu.be/x51lUM3wHHo

Local Action Groups
In 2016, Télévision du monde produced a 
report on Local Action Groups and the im-
portance of the Walloon Rural Development 
Network in their daily lives. The opportunity 
to learn more about the LEADER dynamic, 
but also about how LAG networking is essen-
tial to their work.

Brodacasted on Janurary 29th 2017 on the 
TV channel «La Trois».
Link: https://youtu.be/BU3NjjGgGG4

When rural development 
becomes forest development
Report on Rural development in forests: 
small private forest, biodiversity or tourism, 
these are all the main aspects of the forest 
that are covered in this report.

Brodacasted on November 5th 2017 on the 
TV channel «La Trois».
Link: https://youtu.be/Oqip1hJ04S8

https://youtu.be/x51lUM3wHHo
https://youtu.be/BU3NjjGgGG4
https://youtu.be/Oqip1hJ04S8


Health and rurality
Report on health in rural areas, and 
particularly on the response that the Medical 
Houses can bring to medical desertification 
(in connection with Measure 7.2 of the 
Walloon Rural Development Program).

Brodacasted on October 29th 2017 on the TV 
channel «La Trois».
Link: https://youtu.be/Vpt5Xhgp0_A

Boost biodiversity - A dynamic 
to encourage
The development of biodiversity in Wallonia 
is one of the priorities of the WRDP. Several 
measures contribute to it. The agri-environ-
ment measures are the best known, but 
other tools are available to owners, farmers, 
businesses, associations, municipalities ...

Brodacasted on June 15th 2018 on the TV 
channel «La Trois».
Link: https://youtu.be/dmKGU9wrpcs

Today, I won’t take MY car
A report built around mobility and in par-
ticular around initiatives of Walloon Local 
Action Groups.
Focus on the question of mobility via LAG 
projects: «100 villages, 1 avenir», «Entre-
Sambre-et-Meuse» and «Pays de Herve».

Brodacasted on January 20th 2019 on the TV 
channel «La Trois».
Link : https://youtu.be/AAGOAuNYZ0k

https://youtu.be/Vpt5Xhgp0_A
https://youtu.be/AAGOAuNYZ0k


EVENT RECORDING

Hay drying in barn training
Training organized by the Walloon Rural 
Development Network at Ferme Saint-Martin 
on 25th August 2016, entitled: «Milk produc-
tion essentially based on hay, it works! «

September 2016
Link : part 1 : https://youtu.be/tfprqP8sZsY et 
part 2 : https://youtu.be/BD6RNzOVPpA

Innovation Road - Day 1
Video summarizing the intervention of Pierre 
Cossement and Véronique Monnart, during 
the first day of the Innovation Road at the 
Ferme du Buis.

March 2017
Link: https://youtu.be/qWNpAA21MiY

Innovation Road - Day 2
Recording of the second day of the WRDN 
Innovation Road which took place on March 
3rd, 2017 at Jambjoule Farm, near Rochefort.
The morning allowed the participants to hear 
the testimony of Berndard Convié and Valé-
rie Calicis on their journey.

March 2017
Link: https://youtu.be/o-Tt2T8uYxY

https://youtu.be/tfprqP8sZsY
https://youtu.be/BD6RNzOVPpA
https://youtu.be/qWNpAA21MiY
https://youtu.be/o-Tt2T8uYxY


Innovation Road - Day 3
Video of Nicolas Braibant’s testimony at the 
Ferme de Noyers on June 13, 2017, during 
the 3rd day of the Innovation Road.

July 2017
Link: https://youtu.be/8EnhyUy7tVk

Innovation Road - Day 4
Recording ot  the testimony of the morning 
on the fourth day of theInnovation Road, by 
Dimitri Burniaux and Marie Etienne.

Décember 2017
Link: https://youtu.be/1MSA20_WVJw

Innovation Road - Day 5
Recoring of the morning of the 5th day of 
the Innovation Road, with the testimony of 
Marc Grandjean of Bovigny.

April 2018.
Link: https://youtu.be/qvFSnAwtwLQ

https://youtu.be/8EnhyUy7tVk
https://youtu.be/1MSA20_WVJw


CARREFOUR DES RURALITÉS

Video
Video of the «Carrefour des Ruralités» 2017, 
which looks back on this day of celebration 
of Ruralities in Wallonia.
Video made by Télévision du Monde (TDM).

February 2018
Link: https://youtu.be/2HM9GHo-eB8

Booklet « LE Collector »
Booklet of cartoons produced on the occasion of 
the second «Carrefour des Ruralités», with a series 
of 10 cartoons by Kanar (produced during the first 
Carrefour des Ruralités) and by Philippe Decressac 
(produced during the Regional Seminar on Tourism 
in 2016).

November 2017.
Link:: http://bit.ly/2WQend5

Photo exhibition
A photo contest around the Walloon Ru-
rality was launched on the occasion of the 
Carrefour des Ruralités, and 24 photos were 
the subject of an exhibition, with 6 themes: 
agriculture, environment, portrait, mobility, 
forest, heritage.

November 2017

https://youtu.be/2HM9GHo-eB8
http://bit.ly/2WQend5


PHOTO REPORTS

Fairs of Libramont et Battice 2016, 2017 et 2018

European days of natural parks 2016 et 2017

Hay drying in barn training

Innovation Road - each step

Regional Seminar on Tourism

Study Trip UK on Social Farming

A selection of the many photo reports produced throughout the phase I of the Support Unit of WRDN 
2014 - 2020.



Linc 2017

Study trip - Biovallée

InterGAL Teambuilding

Carrefour des Ruralités 2017

European Workshop NRN Going Local

European Seminar «Fostering Innovation - Meet 
the challenges of rurality»



General Assembly of ABJA

Hay drying in barn

NEWSLETTERS AND WATCH OF THE WRDN
Every month, the Walloon Rural Development Network sends out a newsletter, with information on 
WRDN, WRDP, LEADER, Innovation and the European Rural Development Network, and a Wach, with all 
the information on rurality in Wallonia and Europe.

WRDN Newsletter
WRDN Watch



POSTERS

Institut Bon Pasteur
Welcoming structure for people with mental 
disabilities Village Reine Fabiola 1

Group of non-profit associations and social 
enterprises

Nos Oignons asbl
Coordination and social hosting with market 
gardeners La Renardière

Work Training Company

Forum National de l’Agriculture Sociale
Network that supports social farming in Italy Ferme du Mageroy

Dairy Farm

Posters made for the Regional Seminar «Social Farming and Forestry»



Ferme du Harby
Healing Farm

Care Farming UK
National Network of Social Farms

Réseau ASTRA
Social and Therapeutic Agriculture in Rhones-
Alpes (France) Le Courtil

Welcoming center for young people in difficulty

Espaces
Work Training Company and Socioprofessional 
Insertion structure Ferme du Buis

Organic production, processing, direct sales on 
the farm and social welcoming



SYLLABUS AND METHODOLOGICAL GUIDE

Prezi Training
Syllabus of the Prezi presentation tool training for 
Local Action Groups.

January 2017, 6 pages
Link to the syllabus: http://bit.ly/2O3sHcf
Prezi link: http://bit.ly/2SCRp9Y

Mailchimp Training
Syllabus of the Mailchimp training, a free tool for 
sending Newsletters. The training was for the Local 
Action Groups.

January 2017, 25 pages.
Link: http://bit.ly/2PQVDWP

Social Networks training
Syllabus of the Facebook and Twitter social networ-
king training for Local Action Groups.

April 2017, 30 pages
Link: http://bit.ly/2D53YTS

Making a video with a smartphone 
Training
Syllabus of the training to the realization of a video 
with a smartphone. The training was for the Local 
Action Groups.

September 2017, 16 pages.
Link: http://bit.ly/2Pq9jv7

http://bit.ly/2O3sHcf
http://bit.ly/2SCRp9Y
http://bit.ly/2PQVDWP
http://bit.ly/2Pq9jv7


Methodological Guide to 
Communities of Practices
Communities of practices often emerge in a natu-
ral way following the networking created during a 
collective meeting (training, workshop, symposium, 
etc.) or the identification - by some people - of 
needs for sharing and exchanges beyond punctual 
meeting.

Nevertheless, it is often necessary to provide some 
structuring and methodological elements in or-
der to sustain these communities, in order to help 
them bring maximum added value to its stakehol-
ders.

This guide addresses through the stages of the life 
cycle of a community different questions to ask in 
order to launch a community of practices and to 
implement it.

November 2017, 30 pages
Link: http://bit.ly/2zvKJ2K

GOOD PRACTICES
• Communities of practices of the LAG network;
• Development of skills of Walloon LAGs;
• Grazing of winter intercultures by sheep;
• Biomethanisation at Ochain, an example of a circular economy supported by a LEADER Local Action 

Group (LAG);
• Innovation Road of the Walloon Rural Development Network;
• Taming the obstacles to change to support farmers;
• In-house trainings in the WRDN Communication Working Group;
• Logging within a fragmented territory;
• The GoAL of the LAG «Pays des Tiges et Chavées»;
• Coordination of a platform for valorization of rural heritage in Brabant Hesbaye.

http://bit.ly/2zvKJ2K
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